
NIKITA GALE (b. 1983, Anchorage, Alaska) holds a BA in Anthropology with an emphasis in 
Archaeological Studies from Yale University and earned an MFA in New Genres at UCLA. Gale 
also attended Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Madison, Maine, in 2019. Gale lives 
and works in Los Angeles, California.  

The artist’s work employs objects and materials like barricades, concrete, microphone stands, 
and spotlights to address the ways in which space and sound are politicized. Gale’s broad-
ranging installations blur formal and disciplinary boundaries, engaging with concerns of 
mediation and automation in contemporary performance.  By engaging with materials that are 
simultaneously acoustic and protective like foam and terrycloth, Gale’s recent work considers 
the role of audience as a social arena and examines the ways in which silence, noise, and 
visibility function as political positions and conditions.  

In 2022, Chisenhale Gallery, London, presented Gale’s first European solo exhibition. In 2021, 
the California African American Museum, Los Angeles, opened the artist’s first solo museum 
exhibition, Nikita Gale: PRIVATE DANCER. The artist has had other notable solo exhibitions 
and commissions at institutions such as LAXART, Los Angeles, CA (2022); 52 Walker, New 
York, NY (2022); California African American Museum (2021); MoMA PS1, New York (2020). 

Work by the artist has been included in significant group exhibitions presented by the 
Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, and Kunstraum Kreuzberg, Berlin (2021); Anchorage 
Museum, Alaska (2020); Nottingham Contemporary, England (2020); Moderna Museet, 
Stockholm (2019); Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2018); The Studio Museum in Harlem, New 
York (2017). Gale's work is held in the permanent collections of  the Studio Museum in Harlem, 
NY; Marieluise Hessel Foundation / CCS Bard, NY;  Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA; Pérez 
Art Museum Miami (PAMM), FL . 
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NIKITA GALE 

1983 Born in Anchorage, Alaska 
Lives and works Los Angeles, CA 

EDUCATION 

2019 Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Madison, ME 
2016 MFA New Genres, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 
2006 BA Anthropology (Archaeological Studies), Yale University, New Haven, CT 

SOLO EXHIBITIONS 

2022 HOLLOWSCENE, Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles, CA 
IN A DREAM YOU CLIMB THE STAIRS, Chisenhale Gallery, London, UK 
END OF SUBJECT, 52 Walker, New York, NY 
TAKERS, curated by Hamza Walker, LAXART, Los Angeles, CA  

2021 SOME WEATHER, Circa London, London, England, Tokyo, Japan, and Seoul, South 
Korea 

THANK GOD YOU’RE HERE, 56 Henry, New York, NY 
2020 PRIVATE DANCER, California African American Museum, Los Angeles, CA 

AUDIENCING, Performance, MOMA PS1, New York, NY 
2019 HOT WORLD, Reyes | Finn, Detroit, MI 

EASY LISTENTING, University of Texas – Austin Visual Arts Center,  
Austin, TX 

EMPTY/OPEN, Coaxial, Los Angeles, CA 
2018   Keynote Drift, Atlanta Contemporary, Chute Space, Atlanta, GA 

DESCENT, Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles, CA  
EXTENDED PLAY, 56 Henry, New York, NY  

2017 RIFF FATIGUE, Artist Curated Projects, Los Angeles, CA 

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS 

2023 Performa, New York, NY (forthcoming) 
2022 Commonwealth and Council, Petzel, New York, NY 

New Document, Cooper Cole, Toronto, Canada 
Hand to Your Ear, Part 2, Emalin, London, UK 
Beneath Tongues, Swiss Institute, New York, NY 

2021 Chewing Fat, Kristina Kite Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
Hand to Your Ear, Part 1, Emalin, London, UK 
Counter Cartographies, Anchorage Museum, Anchorage, AK 
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Give, Up, Frieze No. 9 Cork St., London, UK 
Rites of Passage, Oxygen Biennial, Tblisi, Georgia 
Wild Frictions, Cincinnati Arts Center, Cincinnati, OH and Kunstraum Kreuzberg, Berlin, 

Germany 
The Youngest Day, Carlier Gebauer, Berlin, Germany 

친구, 47 Canal, New York, NY 
SUBSTRATA, Epoch Gallery in collaboration with Los Angeles Museum of Art, 

Virtual Exhibition 
2020 Cult of the Crimson Queen, Ceysson & Bénétière, New York, NY 

Dear Delia, Shoot the Lobster, New York, NY 
SOUND OFF, LACE, Los Angeles, CA 
Independent New York, Reyes | Finn, New York, NY 

2019 Mud Muses, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden 
Rosebud, Matthew Marks Gallery, Los Angeles, CA 
In the Historical Present, The New School Kellen Gallery at Parsons, 

New York, NY 
Inner Ear Vision: Sound as Medium, Bemis Center, Omaha, NE 
Formula 1, CUE Foundation, New York, NY 
Notebook, 56 Henry, New York, NY 
Structures that Cooperate: Get Paid! (CCCO #2), Cubitt, London, UK 
Fall Apart, Martos Gallery, New York, NY 
Independent New York, Reyes | Finn, New York, NY 

2018    Made in L.A. 2018, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, CA 
Relics, Ceysson & Bénétière, Paris, France  
Soft Focus, curated by Ellie Rines, Reyes Projects, Detroit, MI 
Demolition WoManhood, Skibum MacArthur, Los Angeles, CA 

2017    CULTURAL CAPITAL COOPERATIVE OBJECT #1 & 2, Rodeo Gallery, London, UK 
Fictions, The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York, NY 
Race, Love, and Labor, Paul W. Zuccaire Gallery, Stony Brook, NY 
Earputty, 56 Henry, New York, NY 
Regrouping, LUX, London, UK 

2016 CULTURAL CAPITAL COOPERATIVE OBJECT #2, LAXART, Los Angeles, CA 
2015 The Middle Future, Public Fiction, Paris, France  

Rachel's Killin' It, Zuckerman Museum of Art, Kennesaw, GA 
2014 As We Were Saying, EFA Project Space (Elizabeth Foundation), New York, NY (cur. 

Claire Barliant) 
Race, Love, and Labor, Samuel Dorsky Museum, New Paltz, NY (cur. Sarah Lewis)
Hearsay, Zuckerman Museum of Art, Kennesaw, GA  
Rooted Movements, LMAK Projects, New York, NY  
Foreword, Gallery 72, Atlanta, GA  
The Last Brucennial, Bruce High Quality Foundation, New York, NY 

2013 WORD!, Atlanta Contemporary Art Center (Decatur Book Festival), Atlanta, GA 
Consuming Passions, Hagedorn Foundation Gallery, Atlanta, GA (cur. Amanda  Parmer) 
BLOW-UP, {Poem88}, Atlanta, GA  
(in)complete, {TEMP}, New York, NY  
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2012 Made in Woodstock VI, The Center for Photography at Woodstock, Woodstock, NY 
Shared Southern Stories, Emily Amy Gallery, Atlanta, GA  
Living Walls (Street Art Conference), Atlanta, GA 
Still Figuring It Out, RAC, New York, NY  
Linearity, Mint Gallery, Atlanta, GA 
Breathing Room, School of Visual Arts, New York, NY  
Under the Influence, Kianga Ellis Projects, New York, NY 
The Future is Behind Us, Atlanta Preservation Center, Atlanta, GA 

2011 *Ground Floor | Dashboard Co-op |, Atlanta, GA 
Irrational Exuberance: A Recession Art Show, The Invisible Dog Gallery, New York 
City, NY  

SELECTED PRESS 

2022 Downey, Walker. “FOR EYES AND EARS: NEW SOUND ART SERVES DIFFERENT 
SENSES WITH A MULTIMODAL APPROACH.” Art in America. 

    Klockner, Coco. “Nobody, Nobody, Nobody.” Spike Art Magazine.  
    Seidel, Madeleine. “Nikita Gale: END OF SUBJECT, 52 Walker, New York.” Burnaway. 
    Tapponi, Roisin. “Nikita Gale’s bodiless performance.” Frieze. 
    Valinsky, Rachel. “Staging the Set: Nikita Gale at 52 Walker.” Art in America. 
    Kleinman, Adam. “Nikita Gale’s ‘END OF SUBJECT’.” Art Agenda. 
    Haas, Anika. “NOT A SPECTACLE: NAVIGATING THE BROKEN ARENA.” Texte Zur  

Kunst. 
2021 Marine, Brooke. "Tearing down the walls." W Magazine. October 2021. 

Interview. Deep Color Podcast. April 2021. 
Eastham, Ben. "Do we still need art as a form of escape?" Frieze. April 2021. 
Conner, Allison. "Nikita Gale makes the labor of Tina Turner's performances 

visible." Hyperallergic. April 2021 
2020  Joseph, Martha. "Diabolical Sound: A Conversation with Nikita Gale." Flash Art 

International. October 2020. 
Burke, Harry. "The Sound of Dissent: Nikita Gale." Mousse Magazine. October 2020. 
Episode 19: Nikita Gale. Contemporary Art Review LA. October 2020. Podcast. 
Valentine, Victoria. "An Ode to Tina Turner, Nikita Gale's First Solo Museum Exhibition 

is about Refusal, Presence, and Visibility." Culture Type. September 2020. 
Gale, Nikita. "Slow Ruin." Texte zur Kunst. August 2020 
Fuenmayor, Jesús. "Barricades of Silence: Nikita Gale in Conversation with Jesús 

Fuenmayor." Art Journal Open. August 2020. 
Almino, Elisa Wouk. "Meet LA’s Art Community: Nikita Gale is Thinking About the 
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Politics of Sound and Music." Hyperallergic. July 2020. 
"Works for the Now, by Queer Artists of Color." T Magazine. June 

2020. 

Lund, Israel. "A Delian Mode: Dear Delia." The Brooklyn Rail. April 

2020. 

2019   Slobodjanik, Darya. "The Art Issue" (cover story). Vogue Ukraine. 

August 2019. 

Moss, Ceci. "Forms of Protest." CURA Magazine. Summer 2019. 
Hill, Eli. "15 Young LGBTQ Artists Driving Contemporary Art Forward." Artsy. June 7, 

2019. 
Yaniv, Etty. "Formula 1: A Loud Low Hum at CUE Art Foundation." Artspiel. May 22, 

2019. 
Micchelli, Thomas. "Escaping the Neo-Conceptualist bubble." Hyperallergic. May 4, 

2019. 
Bukojemsky, Asha. "Nikita Gale: Sensitive Machines." GARAGISME. January 2019. 
Mackler, Lauren. "Nikita Gale at Commonwealth & Council." Artforum. January 2019. 

2018 Cohen, Alina. "The artists everyone talked about during Art Basel in Miami 
Beach." Artsy. December 7, 2018. 

Li, Jennifer S. "Nikita Gale at Commonwealth & Council." Art in America. December 
2018. 

Krug, Simone. "Nikita Gale at Commonwealth & Council." Contemporary Art Review 
Los Angeles. Issue 14. Winter 2018. 

Collymore, Nan. "In Conversation with Nikita Gale: Experiencing Anonymity through 
Abstraction." Contemporary&. October 16, 2018. 

Cultural Capital Cooperative. "The Cultural Capital Cooperative Object License 
Agreement." Flash Art. September 2018. 

Zara, Janelle. "String Theories." LALA Magazine. September 2018. 
Danesha, Julie. "Dig it: Charlie Parker's words lighting up Kansas City's 18th 

and Vine." KCUR.org. August29, 2018 
Nimrod, Selby. "Tearing up the street: Nikita Gale on extending the logic of the 

barricade and the need for new protective structures." AQNB. August 14, 2018. 
Tangen, Haley. "Artist considers intersections of rock 'n' roll and protest in 

installation." Daily Bruin. August 13, 2018. 
"The Hort's Favorite Artworks from NADA New York's 2018 Preview." Artspace. 

February 28, 2018. 
Star Painter Jamian Juliano-Villani's Favorite Works from NADA New York's 2018 

Preview." Artspace. February26, 2018. 
2017 Cotter, Holland. "From the Personal to the Political, 19 Artists to Watch Next Year." The 

New York Times. December 27, 2017.  
"CCCO at Rodeo." Contemporary Art Daily. November 9, 2017.  
Nimrod, Selby. "Keeping it Together: Tracing truths + falsehoods in the narrative thrust 
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of the Fictions group show at Studio Museum." AQNB. November 7, 2017.  
Thackara, Tess. "The Latest in the Studio Museum’s Landmark “F” Series Is a Timely 

Exploration of Truth and Fiction." Artsy. September 19, 2017. 
2016 Eler, Alicia. “Place is the Space is the Place.” Art21 Magazine. September 8, 2016. 

Hausmann, Kayla. “Graduate art student explores intersections of human, technology.” 
Daily Bruin. April 14, 2016. 

2015 Kim, Deanna. "15 Young Black Artists Making Waves in the Art World." Complex 
Magazine. February 3, 2015. 

2014 Cotter, Holland. "Art in Review: As We Were Saying: Art and Identity in the Age of 'Post.'" 
The New York Times. October 2, 2014. Print. 

2013 Murrow, Taylor. "Review: Nikita Gale at The Front." Pelican Bomb. October 4, 2013. 
Weiskofp, Dan. "Consuming Passions at Hagedorn Foundation Gallery." BurnAway. May 

16, 2013. 
Cotter, Christina. "Consuming Passions offers cultural critique, but not much passion, at  

Hagedorn." Arts ATL. May 3, 2013. 
Lampe, Lilly. "Blow-Up at Poem 88 revels in film themes." Creative Loafing Atlanta. April  

16, 2013. 
Gale, Nikita. "Glenn Ligon explores sources, influences, racial politics of his text-based 

abstractions." Arts ATL. January 7, 2013.  
2012 "Artist to Watch: Nikita Gale." Atlanta Magazine November/December (Best of Atlanta 

Issue) 2012. Print.  
Black Contemporary Art Blog. ART PAPERS November/December 2012. Print.  
Lampe, Lilly. "Critics' Pick: Nikita Gale." Artforum.com. September 19, 2012.  
Cullum, Jerry. "Review: Nikita Gale explores the limits of understanding history in 1961 

at {Poem 88}." ArtsATL. September 19, 2012.  
Watkins, Ryan. "Artistic visions: Meet three diverse Atlanta LGBT artists" (cover story). 

Atlanta, GA 

MUSEUM COLLECTIONS 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA 
Marieluise Hessel Foundation / CCS Bard, NY 
The Studio Museum in Harlem, NY 
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM), FL 

AWARDS & HONORS 

2022 Henraux Sculpture Prize, Versilia, Italy 
2021 FOCA Fellowship, Los Angeles, CA 
2019 Fountainhead Residency, Miami, FL 

UT Austin Artist-in-Residence, Austin, TX 
Coaxial Artist-in-Residence, Los Angeles, CA 

2017 Rema Hort Mann Emerging Artist Grant 
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2016 Toby Devan Lewis Fellowship Award, UCLA 
2011 Artist-in-Residence, Center for Photography at Woodstock, Woodstock, NY 

COMMISSIONS & PROGRAMMING 

2022 BMW: Open Work, Frieze London, United Kingdom 
2020 MoMA PS1 VW Sunday Sessions: AUDIENCING 
2018 Omniaudience co-organized with Triple Canopy, Hammer Museum, 

Los Angeles, CA 
2018 Open Spaces Kansas City, Kansas City, MO 
2017  ICA LA Inaugural Gala Video Honoring Carrie Mae Weems, Los Angeles, CA 
2017  Dashboard US Confluence Sculpture Project, Kansas City, MO 
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TOP TEN

Johanna Burton’s highlights of 2022

Johanna Burton is the Maurice Marciano Director of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. Prior to joining 
MoCA, Burton served as executive director of the Wexner 
Center for the Arts, Columbus, Ohio, and as Keith Haring 
Director and Curator of Education and Public Engagement 
at the New Museum, New York.

2

NIKITA GALE (52 WALKER, NEW YORK/LAXART/COM-
MONWEALTH AND COUNCIL, LOS ANGELES)

Three ostensibly autonomous shows by Gale different-
ly but fundamentally highlighted the implications of the 
blurry lines drawn between actor and audience, subject 
and object, image and abstraction. Takers, made for LAX-
ART’s former Hollywood space, draws inspiration from the 
location’s once having been the home of the iconic Radio 
Recorders studio, the site where Big Mama Thornton 

recorded “Hound Dog” four years before Elvis’s version. 
Playing from behind a wall stripped down to its original, 
bare-bones studio structure, the blues classic accompa-
nied a three-minute video whose vision is decidedly dog-
eat-dog: two men locked in an endless violent embrace.
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The Best Booths at Art Basel Miami 
Beach 2022, From Dazzling 
Abstractions to Urgent Protest Art

by Maximilíano Durón

November 29, 2022 8:05pm

For a presentation in the Positions section, L.A.-based artist 
Nikita Gale has focused on one of the world’s most abundant 
minerals: calcium, which can be readily found both in the earth 
and in our bodies. At the center of the booth is a sculpture 
consisting of two large pieces of red calcite crystal that sit 
atop a synthesizer emitting a low hum. The work has a calming 
effect that somehow manages to transcend the bustling thrum 
of the crowds at the fair. Nearby are a suite of aluminum panels 
that show computer drawings of teeth arranged as though they 
were smiling.

The beginning of Art Basel Miami Beach each winter 
heralds the end to the year’s demanding art fair calendar. 
It always makes for a busy finale, and this time around, 
the fair, which opened to VIPs on Tuesday, was even more 
intense than usual, now that it had returned to its pre-
pandemic size, both in terms of exhibitors and visitors.

Art Basel Miami Beach’s opening was thrumming with 
people, and a number of sales were reported by galleries 
over the course of the day. Though last year’s fair was 
marked by a multitude of NFT-related projects, digital art 
initiatives like these were noticeably absent at this fair. 
(Other NFT-related launches are still happening elsewhere 
in Miami and Miami Beach this week, and invites for them 
have been piling up in people’s inboxes.)

As with any fair, particularly one run by Art Basel, blue-
chip trophy pieces abounded as did small clusters of works 
associated with the Arte Povera and Op art movements. 
This edition is of particular note, as the fair is celebrating 
its 20th anniversary in South Florida, and dealers seemed 
to toast the occasion by bringing out heavyweight works.

Below, a look at the best on offer at the 2022 edition of Art 
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The Miami Warm Up: 6 Art Advisors 
Share Art Basel Secrets and Strategies

It requires months of research, planning, and strategy to 
fully navigate Art Basel Miami Beach, the annual art event 
that anchors Miami Art Week. No one knows this better 
than art advisors, who are tasked with leading their clients 
through throngs of gallery shows, pop-up events, and a 
jam-packed convention center over the course of one fren-
zied week. Ahead of this year's event, CULTURED speaks 
to Lara A. Björk, Sharón Zoldan, Molly Epstein, Ashley Carr, 
Suzanne Modica, and Benjamin Godsill for their insider tips 
on surviving the fair.

...

Molly Epstein

Molly Epstein joined Goodman Taft as a Principal in 2016 
and, together with Abigail Ross Goodman and Ellen Lan-
gan, oversees the curatorial efforts of the firm. Before her 
tenure at the modern and contemporary art advisory firm, 
she spent a decade as a gallerist in New York and London, 
and served as director of New York's Gladstone Gallery. 

And if that isn’t enough, Epstein is also the co-editor of 
the Art for Rollins publication series, and currently sits on 
the Grant Advisory Committee of the VIA Art Fund. Here, 
she takes CULTURED through her most treasured ABMB 
memories—from poolside Miley Cyrus concerts to landing 
a Nicole Eisenman sculpture for a Boston public park.

CULTURED: What are your tricks for making it through ABMB?

ME: Comfortable sneakers, multiple phone chargers, and the 
energizing boost of seeing friends and colleagues from around 
the world. Oh, and a late-night falafel from that spot on Col-
lins...

CULTURED: What do you do to prepare for the fair? 

ME: With 238 participating galleries to visit, it's definitely an 
endurance event. Before we travel to Miami, we do a great deal 
of preparation with our collectors to ensure our time is well-
spent. There are always discoveries to be made, too. Even the 
best-prepared collector will have an encounter with a maker or 
object that is novel as they walk through the convention center.

CULTURED: Who are the artists you have your eye on this 
year?

ME: Nikita Gale. Following the artist's first European institution-
al solo show at London's Chisenhale Gallery and a recent proj-
ect at 52 Walker in New York, Gale will be showing new work at 
a debut ABMB solo presentation with the Detroit-based gallery 
Reyes-Finn. Painter Leslie Martinez will have a solo booth with 
the Dallas-based gallery And Now, as well as new paintings 
on view with Commonwealth and Council from LA in the fair's 
main section. And the 95-year-old painter Lois Dodd, whose 
practice has recently attracted a great deal of attention (and 
who had a stellar survey show at the Hall Art Foundation in 
Vermont last summer), will show paintings from the late 70s to 
the present day with Alexandre Gallery. 

CULTURED: Which of your ABMB acquisitions means the most 
to you?

ME: One of our most meaningful acquisitions to date was 
Nicole Eisenman’s Sun In My Eye On The Beach, which we 
acquired in 2019 from Hauser & Wirth for the Alfond Collection 
of Contemporary Art at Rollins College. We worked with the 

artist earlier that year to site a version of her Fountain sculp-
ture from Skulptur Projekte Münster in a public park in Boston. 
(Happy to tell you about this one because it is in a public 
collection at the Rollins Museum of Art, but we usually stay 
mum—discretion is at the core of our practice!)

....
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Miami Art Week Artillery Report: Day 1

Art Basel Miami Beach

by Annabel Keenan | Nov 30, 2022

Artillery is back in Florida for another round of Miami 
Art Week. As always, the days will be packed with fairs, 
exhibitions, parties, and events that showcase the biggest 
names in modern and contemporary art alongside emerg-
ing artists and rising stars of the industry. Throughout the 
week, I’ll be sharing behind-the-scenes details of some of 
the many activities going on from Miami Beach to Biscayne 
Bay to the Design District. For my first day, I stopped by the 
main event: Art Basel Miami Beach.

Booths at this year’s fair fell into a few general categories. 
Some exhibitors brought impressive selections of blue chip 
paintings that will likely be rotated out each day to keep return 
visitors interested. Other booths were surprisingly minimal, not 
quite embracing the vibrancy of Miami Beach and instead opt-
ing for presentations more appropriate for Art Basel’s Switzer-
land edition. Those booths that really stood out were eclectic, 
vibrant, and full of color.

Included in this year’s highlights was Nikita Gale’s solo presen-
tation in Detroit-based Reyes | Finn’s booth. Known for instal-
lation pieces that explore music and the production of music, 
Gale’s works include items associated with the art form, such 
as keyboards and cassette tapes, as well as audio pieces. The 
dynamic works drew crowds interested in getting a closer look 

at all of the intriguing details.

...
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Nikita Gale Deploys Space, Sound and 
Audience

By LISETTE MAY MONROE, 04 OCT 22

In 1960, my grandfather borrowed a car for the weekend 
and drove my grandma, my mother and her three sisters 
on holiday. My mother said that, when they set off, their 
little cheeks glowing out the windows, the whole street 
came out and waved them off cheering. Surrounded by an 
audience, they felt like celebrities, rock stars. This trans-
formative potential of the audience is explored in the work 
of American artist Nikita Gale, who frequently creates 
(and disrupts) moments of witnessing. Gale’s sculptures 
and installations require the audience’s physical presence 
to catch the frequency at which the works operate – like a 
car radio antennae, extending to pick up a signal. ‘Having 
an audience to witness, distribute and share experiences 
is crucial to the recognition of something existing or hav-
ing happened,’ Gale told curator Amy Jones in an inter-
view published to accompany the artist’s exhibition ‘IN A 
DREAM YOU CLIMB THE STAIRS’, at Chisenhale Gallery, 
London, on view during Frieze Week. ‘It’s the way that 
the audience or the witness produces a thing, and then 
reproduces it […] and how that site of encounter between 
objects and audience is the moment at which a new rela-
tionship is produced.’

Nikita Gale, CCCIRCCCE, 2022, installation view, Chisenhale Gallery, London, 
2022. Commissioned and produced by Chisenhale Gallery, London. Courtesy: 
the artist and Chisenhale Gallery, London; photograph: Andy Keate

In the Chisenhale exhibition, Gale orchestrates the viewer’s 
passage through an environment of metal, concrete, light and 
sound. Huge curtains and snarled dog leads are both stilled in 
concrete, lingering in the space, while roving spotlights trace 
around the hard landscape. Inspired by the character Circe 
from Toni Morrison’s novel Song of Solomon (1977) – who lives 
with a pack of dogs in a decaying mansion that once belonged 
to her now-deceased former employer – Gale reimagines the 
house as a space haunted by oppression, collapsing outside of 
time. The Chisenhale’s windows are treated so that the space 
appears to be in perpetual dusk; lavender, associated with 
sleep, is intertwined among discarded dog leashes. Beyond 
the dog whistle noises, frequencies inaudible to humans are 
played, bringing forth the imperceptible. As viewers, we await 
the mansion’s fall.

Nikita Gale, OBSOLETE LEASH 
I-XI, 2022. Courtesy: the artist 
and Chisenhale Gallery, London; 
photograph: Andy Keate
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Sound will also feature in Gale’s upcoming commission for 
BMW Open Work at Frieze London, 63/22, in the form of 
custom-made guitars that the artist has realized in collab-
oration with BMW designers, which will be played by per-
formers alongside a BMW i7 vehicle. As Open Work curator 
Attilia Fattori Franchini notes, by inviting BMW designers 
to imagine a series of electric guitars, ‘Gale brings to the 
foreground a historical investigation of the relationship 
between technologies of speed and technologies of sound, 
whilst transforming the BMW lounge into an experimental 
music venue.’ Cars and guitars – both vehicles for escape 
or release, both so often described as ‘sleek’ – share a long 
history of mutual influence, mirroring one another’s curv-
ing lines and evolving forms. Early standardised guitars 
made by Leo Fender were offered in the bright shades of 
automotive paints manufactured and sold by Dupont, so 
a guitar could be colour-matched to a Cadillac. Raymond 
Dietrich, who designed iconic cars such as the Checker 
Cab, would go on to fashion the legendary Gibson Firebird 
guitar in 1963.

Inspired by, and building on, this history, Gale’s guitar 
designs draw on key moments from the BMW i7’s inte-
rior and the processes for forming its body, such as the 
negative pressings that shape its door panels. In this way, 
the character and atmosphere of the car is embedded in 
the instruments, and they speak a shared language. In the 
words of Hedwig Solis Weinstein, Head of BMW Arts & 
Thought Leadership Collaborations, the vision of the Open 
Work series ‘is to bring together art, innovation, technol-
ogy and design: it’s all about the importance of dialogue 
between individuals across disciplines’.

Nikita Gale working on the BMW Open Work commission, 2022. Photo: Shingi 
Rice

A former student of archaeology, Gale digs into the ways in 
which things are made, exposing how, through these methods 
of production, objects move beyond their basic forms into 
cultural symbols and signifiers that hold expansive tensions. 
In exhibitions ‘EXTENDED PLAY’ at 56 Henry, New York and 
‘RIFF FATIGUE’ at Artist Curated Projects Los Angeles (both 
2018), Gale has referenced guitars in terms of the mythol-
ogy of American rock music, and its intertwined social and 
political histories – as tools of rebellion or protest, icons of the 
spirit of raw individuality at the heart of the ‘American Dream’. 
Yet, as instruments, guitars also have more intimate, tender 
relationships to the body and to touch. Practicing this touch, 
developing a feel, produces a mastery that can make the 
guitar player into a ‘Rock God’. Like cars, guitars offer to make 
our bodies bigger, amplifying them, extending our possibilities 
into something superhuman, unearthly.

In 63/22, Gale both mines earlier explorations of the concrete 
histories of sound, manufacture and popular culture, and 
reaches beyond these concerns to ask: what songs will be 
played next? What will it sound like when the mansion’s walls 
finally fall? 
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Nikita Gale’s Bodiless Performance

By BY RÓISÍN TAPPONI,  04 MAR 22

Dented, damaged and just a little bit dirty, Nikita Gale’s 
installation of aluminium bleachers sits at the centre of 
the artist's latest solo exhibition, ‘END OF SUBJECT’, at 
52 Walker in New York, David Zwirner’s Tribeca outpost 
led by Ebony L Haynes. Immortalized in Taylor Swift’s 
‘You Belong with Me’ (2008), bleachers exist in popular 
imagination with or without a stadium full of bodies. Here, 
the stage may be set but the artist is absent and there’s 
nowhere for the audience to sit and watch. How does per-
formance occur, Gale asks, when the body is absent?

Nikita Gale, Body Print: Bones, 2022. 

Courtesy: the artist and 52 Walker, New York

Upon initial viewing, the mise-en-scène of the performance 
(END OF SUBJECT, 2022) seems abandoned in its produc-
tion stage: the bleachers are intertwined by a network of 
visible wires, surrounded by a sound mix and lit by a frenzy 
of beams. This technical equipment is endowed with more 
activity and energy than the visitors moving through the 
gallery space. The term ‘body without organs’ – first coined 
by Antonin Artaud in his play To Have Done with the Judg-
ment of God (1947) to describe a body that obtains freedom 
in the absence of performance, and later expanded by 
Gilles Deleuze in The Logic of Sense (1969) to define a body 
without limits – feels pertinent to this context as we try to 
comprehend that we are not, in fact, viewing an empty stage 
whilst waiting for a human performance: this is the perfor-
mance.

‘Nikita Gale: END OF SUBJECT’, 2022, exhibition view. Courtesy: the artist 

and 52 Walker, New York

The movement of light in END OF SUBJECT is choreo-
graphed, evocative of dancing bodies flitting across the 
space. It is unclear whether these beams perform the role of 
spotlight or searchlight or why they change colour through-
out the day. The two-hour light show – which plays sporadi-
cally in short intervals throughout the day – is accompanied 
by a collaged soundtrack of found audio from public domain 
sites: snippets of Toni Morrison reading Sula (1973) com-
bine with the artist’s own voice. It is difficult to make out any 
words; rather, it is the occasional cough or other vocal sound 
that provides a moment of recognition and clarity. The wires 
hold together the installation: a cat’s cradle of cables that 
brings the backstage components of theatrical production 
to the forefront of the work.



These concepts culminate most cohesively in the series 
‘Body Print’ (2022): medium-sized paintings on aluminium 
lining the gallery walls. There are no bodies figured in these 
tableaux, only their traces: prints and marks that smudge 
and indent the surfaces. In fact, nothing is added to the 
aluminium boards, only removed through grooves made 
by Gale. The paintings are inspired by David Hammons’s 
‘Body Prints’ (1968–79), which are direct indexes of his own 
greased body rolled on paper. 

Nikita Gale, END OF SUBJECT, 2022, detail. Courtesy: the artist and 52 
Walker, New York

The paintings’ hand engravings are reminiscent of the 
scratched graffiti you find on the back of metal bathroom 
doors at a club. Some of the words barely scrape the 
surface, while others are grooved deeply into the material. 
Additionally, each piece has its own light fixture – min-
iature versions of the stage spotlights – that points in 
various directions, illuminating different areas to produce 
a chiaroscuro effect.  Moving through the ruins of Gale’s 
understated performance, I am unable to shake the feel-
ing that something is missing and I remain undecided as to 
whether the lights, sounds and other objects are adequate 
substitutes for the body. However, as actors in their own 
rights and without the comparison of bodily performers, 
the vital materialism of the exhibition’s components is 
undeniable. It is hard to distinguish a beginning or an end 
to this staging but, if the curtains were to be drawn, there 
would be only one question on everyone’s lips: ‘Where is 
Nikita Gale?’
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Nikita Gale at LAXART
May 26, 2022
Text by Niall Murphy

Nikita Gale’s Takers at LAXART centers around a video 
of two people beating the shit out of one another. Filmed 
inside the gallery, the scene features two unassuming 
white men in blue jeans and crew-necks delivering 
uppercuts, rib kicks, and head stomps onto the other’s 
increasingly exhausted body. The scene is soundtracked 
by Big Mama Thornton’s 1953 song “Hound Dog” 
1953—Elvis’ 1956 cover of the song is significantly more 
popular—which bounces against the walls in a muffled 
echo as the two men spar.

The presence of both recording artists seems to haunt 
LAXART’s interior—the gallery is in fact the former home 
of the record company Radio Recorders, where Thornton 
recorded “Hound Dog” (albeit at another of the label’s 
studios two blocks away) and Elvis recorded three records 
himself. In Takers (2022), viewers hear Thornton’s voice 
sing “You ain’t nothing but a hound dog” but instantly 
think of Elvis. To undo this sort of psychic connection—
and likewise, all instances wherein popular works are 
more associated with white artists’ reproductions than 
their Black originators (think of the numerous times 
Led Zeppelin has been accused of stealing from blues 
musicians)—requires a sort of mental hijacking.

Thus, Gale’s installation offers an assault on our collective 
consciousness akin to an act of violence. The subjects of 
the video brawl and throw each other into the gallery’s 
walls—all-white barricades that serve as stand-ins for the 
systemic concealment of Black artists’ influence on popular 
culture.

The combat of the two men, who are professional stunt 
performers, is choreographed and methodical. It’s the sort 
of action you might find on Friday Night SmackDown!, the 
camera strategically floating around the assault to make 
the moments of impact appear as realistic and painful as 
possible. As the men heave each other into the drywall, the 
lens peers through the holes left behind. In one instance, 
the camera moves into an alcove on the other side of the 
wall, dusty and unfinished. While it’s not clear where the 
music is emanating from, Thorton’s voice is louder during 
these moments, growing clearer and more assertive. It 
feels as if the camera wants to linger there—in this hidden, 
hardwood-paneled nook—but the grunts and punches 
echoing off camera draw it, and us, back into the main 
gallery space. As the camera retreats from inside the wall, 
Thornton’s crooning again becomes deadened, unable to 
seep out through the perforations created by the men’s 
assault.

By keeping the holes punched into the gallery walls 
during filming intact for the run of the exhibition, Gale 
seemingly invites viewers to pick up where the camera left 
off—encouraging us to search for Thornton’s voice in the 
cracks and fissures left behind. Though the song does not 
play in the gallery and only echoes through the video, the 
viewer still gets the sense that more work is to be done, 
that Thornton’s voice might only be found through further 
demolition.

While Elvis and Thornton represent a notable historical 
example, white musicians continue to achieve more renown 
and commercial success than the Black artists they borrow 
from (Robin Thicke losing the suit filed against him by the 
estate of Marvin Gaye over the 2013 song “Blurred Lines” 
is a recent example). In Takers, two white assailants attack 
one another, symbolically destroying a barricade that 
conceals the voice of an oft-overlooked Black musician. 
Thus, Gale suggests it is the responsibility of gatekeepers 
within the music industry to demolish the institutions that 
devalue Black artistry. What’s needed is an assault on these 
stubborn conventions—more punches and body slams, 
more cracks in the drywall.
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Nikita Gale: Takers 
LAXART, Los Angeles, California
Review by Reuben Merringer, July 3, 2022

It is impossible not to be drawn into the fight that per-
petually unfolds on the projection wall at the centre of 
the darkened gallery. The grunts and smacks of two men 
engaging in an unrelenting, no-holds-barred fistfight 
resonate throughout the very room they were recorded in. 
Onscreen, fists and limbs puncture drywall. The holes, still 
visible behind the screen, swiftly cast the gallery as both 
a film set and an art space. ‘Hound Dog’ (1952), a song 
about a deadbeat lover originally recorded by American-
R&B singer and songwriter Big Mama Thornton, provides 
something of a cinematic score, though her voice is mostly 
drowned out by the coincidental violence. The title of the 
exhibition ‘Takers’ references both snatching opportun-
ists and recording artists who capture a perfect take by 
re-recording the imperfect ones. In either sense, the act of 
taking results in a void or an erasure. With this cinematic 
presentation and its musical accompaniment American 
visual artist, Nikita Gale uses language to suggest an alle-
gorical read, which spins into a vertiginous view of history 
that feels both objective and abject.

The two men in the video are neither distinct nor mem-
orable. Their shared features—white skin, brown hair, 
beards, broad build, and similar attire—designates either 
of them as a double for the other.  Without a star to stand 
in for, they represent two empty mirrors, metaphorically 
reflecting an intense void between them, fueling the desire 
to destroy each other. 

The subjects do not bleed or bruise, which references the 
supernatural. Even as their energy wavers, either a sec-
ond or third wind blows in, or the three-minute video (the 
approximate duration of ‘Hound Dog’) loops, creating a 
mutually Sisyphean task that never consummates. As a 
result, the characters are perversely god-like, locked in an 
eternal, mythological battle in total disregard for the collat-
eral damage.

The building, now occupied by LAXART, is one of a cluster 
of buildings operated by Radio Recorders, Inc., and ini-
tially housed a studio that conducted radio recordings in 
the 1940s before expanding into two additional buildings. 
Together, they produced a range of output, from adverts 
to classical music and radio hits. The Thornton version of 
‘Hound Dog’ was recorded in the Annex a few blocks away. 
Subsequently, Elvis Presley’s rendition (1956) dominated 
the airwaves ushering in the rock era. Presley’s legacy, 
however, is fraught. To many, he is a god, while to others he 
represents appropriated traditions that are made slick and 
consumable by a predominantly white genre.

It is easy to succumb to unintentional wordplay and double 
entendres when discussing the elements and references 
of Gale’s exhibition, starting with the title itself: ‘Takers’. 
‘Takers’, hits, projection against the fragile white wall; even 
the original wooden acoustic baffling revealed by the wall’s 
wounds inadvertently highlight the challenge to understand 
the reoccurring fighting, and also the issue of reconciling 
celebrated cultural output arguably built upon a foundation 
of greed, opportunism, and never-ending conflict. Gale’s 
aesthetic is simple, yet relentless. The remarkable appa-
ratus for the exhibition heightens what language aims to 
express, and archival history. The exhibition mediates its 
symbolic background radiation, commenting on the signif-
icant historical impacts, and imprinting new and layered 
connotations atop literal meaning.

‘Hound Dog’, written by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller (1952), 
is lyrically simplistic: six lines of extended metaphor repeat-
ed over three minutes, admonishing a selfish and unpro-
ductive lover. The repetition and power of Thornton’s voice 
emphasise and intensifies the double meaning––the hound 
dog takes, offering no reciprocity, only cries of grievances 
mirrored within the singer. It is admonition with no proposed 
action, singularly pointing to the facts of the matter: this is 
how it is. In Gale’s video, Thornton maintains a forefronted 
presence. However, when the powerful voice of a black 
woman calling out a ‘taker’ drowns the ruckus of the 
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absurdly harrowing violence exchanged between white 
men in a white room, the ageing wooden slats release the 
absorbed sound waves rather than a produced recording. 
‘Takers’ demonstrates how objective history, if even possi-
ble, is given its voice. Written by Reuben Merringer.
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FOR EYES AND EARS: NEW SOUND ART 
SERVES DIFFERENT SENSES WITH A 

MULTIMODAL APPROACH

BY Walker Downey,  JUNE 7, 2022

signifying on different levels of sensation while challenging us 
to look, feel, and think as much as listen. These artists share 
a commitment to an expanded multimodal conception of 
sound and an urgent engagement with the logics of power and 
prejudice. 

WHILE SOUND ART ERUPTED into critical consciousness 
near the turn of the new millennium, the categorically fraught 
genre experienced an earlier institutional uptake around 1980. 
By that point in time, decades of generative cross-pollination 
between artists and experimental musicians, increased 
permeability between concert venues and art spaces, and—
in the hybrid spirit of the ’70s—enthusiastic plunges into 
disciplinary mixing had yielded complexly hyphenated sonic 
practices that challenged the vocabularies of critics, curators, 
and practitioners themselves.

At interdisciplinary venues like the Kitchen in New York, 
Laurie Anderson staged playful and subversive “duets” 
in which she sawed along live on a violin while recorded 
violin music issued from a speaker lodged in her mouth. In 
works designed to transplant the noise and ambience of 
the outdoors, Maryanne Amacher and Bill Fontana used 
loudspeakers to pipe the sounds of wharves, harbors, and 
rent-a-car locations into the hushed spaces of art galleries. 
After the ’60s, when he enjoyed a successful career as an 
experimental percussionist, Max Neuhaus took to producing 
site-specific sound works that he, in a debatable historical 
first, dubbed “sound installations.”

Such difficult-to-classify work provocatively straddled the 
boundary between music and the expanded arts. And around 
1980, as if operating in unison, a number of major institutions 
in the United States and abroad ventured to present work of 
this kind in a series of ambitious and innovative exhibitions. 
Shows like “Für Augen und Ohren” (“For Eyes and Ears”) at 
the Akademie der Künst in Berlin in 1980; “Soundings” at 
the Neuberger Museum of Art in Purchase, N.Y., in 1981; and 
“Sound/Art” at the Sculpture Center in New York in 1983 
welcomed nominally “visual” artists who dabbled in sound 
alongside musicians who flirted with multimedia. While 
the curators of these shows and responding critics began 
mentioning the existence of a “sound art” (or “audio art”), 
these exhibitions were primarily interested in historical 
crossings of music and the arts, and work that offered itself 
to hearing and sight—as the Akademie der Künst put it, “eyes 
and ears.” Sound had been invited into the museum, but 
largely on the coattails of the visual.

View of Kevin Beasley's performance I Want My Spot Back, 2012
at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 

PHOTO JULIETA CERVANTES/COURTESY CASEY KAPLAN, NEW YORK

SOUND DOES NOT EXIST IN A VACUUM—it requires 
a medium through which to propagate. Innovations in 
electroacoustics have worked to partition and privatize 
the sonic realm, separating voices and music from their 
host bodies and feeding them cleanly to the ear via high-
fidelity speakers, noise-canceling headphones, and other 
means. But sound represents only one facet of a listening 
experience. To understand another person while speaking 
face-to-face is not merely to listen to them but, rather, to 
navigate a full constellation of perceptual cues—visual, 
tactile, olfactory, and social—that inform and inflect 
what is said and heard. In the parlance of neuroscience, 
this sensory interplay constitutes what is known as 
“multimodal perception.”

Some of the most vital sound art of recent years has 
positioned sound as a promiscuous and complexly 
multimodal phenomenon. This kind of work—by the likes 
of Christine Sun Kim, Kevin Beasley, and Nikita Gale—
has emphasized sound’s life beyond the strictly aural by 
framing it as a phenomenon that bleeds across perceptual 
registers, 
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Christine Sun Kim, The Sound of Temperature Rising, 2019, acrylic on 
wall. COURTESY FRANÇOIS GHEBALY GALLERY, LOS ANGELES

Two decades later, around the new millennium, sound 
again swept into major museum institutions, but this 
time the conditions were a bit different. Shows like “Son-
ic Boom: The Art of Sound” at the Hayward Gallery in 
London (in 2000), “Sound Art: Sound as a Medium of Art” 
at ZKM Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe (2012–2013), 
and “Soundings: A Contemporary Score” at the Museum 
of Modern Art (2013) continued to survey cross-disci-
plinary intersections and mixed-media practices. But they 
also featured an increasing number of practitioners who 
self-consciously identified as “sound artists” and explored 
the unique formal affordances of acoustic and psycho-
acoustic matters—sound and hearing—without so explicit 
or necessary a debt to the fuller sensorium.

Among the changes that occasioned such a shift was that 
these artists were working in tandem with a growing body 
of theory, which, buoyed by a wider academic interest 
in sound and the growth of “sound studies,” was actively 
constructing a medium-specific vocabulary capable of 
meaningfully distinguishing sound art from music and the 
visual arts. This important literature—by Christoph Cox, 
Brandon LaBelle, Salomé Voegelin, and Alan Licht, among 
others—countered a long legacy of critical and curatorial 
neglect toward sonic experimentation and hal�earted 
attempts to admit it under the rubric of the “audiovisual” 
or synesthetic. As if in a theory-practice feedback loop, 
some of the most celebrated works of sound art of the mid-
2000s—among them the installations of Janet Cardiff, 
Florian Hecker, and Turner Prize–winner Susan Philipsz—
adopted an affecting but austere presentational approach, 

often comprising little more than voices emanating from gal-
lery-bound speaker-systems. This was, unmistakably, sound 
art for the ears alone.

ONE NEED ONLY LOOK to the work of Christine Sun Kim 
to recognize that the stakes and status of sound art have 
changed considerably over the last ten years. Born Deaf, 
Kim—whose work in drawing, sculpture, video, and perfor-
mance has been gathered comfortably under the category 
of “sound art” for its consistent engagement with sound and 
what Kim calls “sound etiquette”—has been met equally with 
sensitive critical examination and clickbait headlines tilting 
toward an assumed incongruity between the terms “Deaf” and 
“sound artist.” Kim observes no such dissonance, nor, her work 
suggests, should we. Through a mixture of cutting polemics, 
wry jokes, novel conceptual maneuvers, and an omnivorous 
approach to materials, she has rigorously unmade and remade 
sound art from the inside out, stretching it across modal reg-
isters and critiquing the artificial limits placed on the genre by 
normative, ableist, and purely auditory conceptions of sonic 
phenomena.

Much of Kim’s work chal-
lenges, lampoons, or oth-
erwise dispels myths and 
misunderstandings around 
deafness and Deaf culture, 
chief among them the 
notion that hearing people 
enjoy exclusive or privileged 
ownership of sound while 
Deaf people are consigned 
to a life of unqualified “si-
lence” with no meaningful 
access to it.

Some of Kim’s most direct and unflinching engagements 
with her own identity as a Deaf woman of color and ignorant 
communities around her are to be found in her celebrated 
charcoal drawings—for example, Why I Work with Sign 
Language Interpreters or Degrees of My Deaf Rage in the Art 
World, both from 2018—which employ the building blocks 
of Western musical notation and American Sign Language 
“glossing” (a term for notating ASL on paper) while mapping 
elements of Kim’s personal experience by way of pie charts 
and other graphs.
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Earlier in her career, in 2012, Kim examined one way in 
which sound is experienced multimodally—in the form of 
vibration—by using the physical force of loudspeakers to 
guide the movement of paint across wooden panels. While 
these Speaker Drawing works brokered an elegant cross-
sensory transcription of sound, providing evidence of its 
status as a palpable presence, Kim quickly moved past this 
tack and has since cautioned against vibration-oriented 
framings of her practice, perhaps in recognition of the way 
vibration has been fetishized as a privileged means by 
which Deaf individuals experience sound and music.

Since then, Kim has become increasingly interested in 
sound as a “social currency” that is subject to social or 
interpersonal mediation. In an evocative turn of phrase 
calling back to her Speaker Drawing works, she has 
described people functioning, for her, like “speakers.” In 
Face Opera II (2013), an opera in seven acts devised for a 
group of prelingually Deaf performers, facial expressions 
corresponding to a sequence of words displayed by Kim 
take the place of singing. The work seems to speak to 
the importance of facial expressions and body language 
in ASL as well as to Kim’s experience, in speech therapy, 
of gauging others’ facial expressions to assess her own 
performance.

WHILE KIM RENDERS sound’s complexity by emphasizing 
its extra-aural manifestations, Kevin Beasley creatively 
expands his work with sound by mixing it with a range of 
materials as both a sound artist and a sculptor. 

Beasley grew up with a background in music—he has 
remarked that he drummed for a prog-metal band and 
also played funk and jazz. But it was only when DJing in 
graduate school while studying sculpture at Yale University—
experiencing the tactility of turntables and listening to sound 
pulsate and unfold in space—that he came to appreciate 
sound’s physicality and fungibility as an artistic medium.

Beasley has earned a reputation for unequivocally sculptural 
works in which he amalgamates and encases articles of 
clothing—T-shirts, shoes, do-rags—using polyurethane foam 
and resin. But he has been equally celebrated for his use of 
sound and music in different forms. For his breakthrough I 
Want My Spot Back (2012), Beasley rattled MoMA’s atrium 
gallery walls with an improvised patchwork of acapella vocal 
tracks from deceased black rappers. In 2015, he performed 
three consecutive days on New York’s High Line, mixing 
and amplifying noises captured live as well as site-specific 
sounds—insect chatter, motor drones, and pneumatic drills—
that he had recorded along the structure over several months.

It would be a mistake, however, to try to extricate Beasley’s 
sound from his sculpture. His live performance techniques, 
so often premised on the aggregation and interweaving of 
field recordings, snippets of speeches or news coverage, and 
ambient sound, mirror his approach to material assemblage. 
His soundscapes, like his sculptures, index layers of 
sedimented history strewn with signifiers related to his identity 
as a Black man in America.

Even more significantly, some of Beasley’s most affecting 
works enlist sound and sculpture together. In some instances, 
Beasley has presented material frameworks or foundations 
for live performance that can be appreciated either as 
sculptural installations or, when activated, as components of 
a sound work. In Black Rocker, debuted in 2015 at the Dallas 
Museum of Art, twenty-four foam seat cushions sit arrayed 
on the floor before a black rocking chair, connected by a web 
of cables to a digital mixer. In performance, Beasley invited 
audience members to sit on the cushions (and their embedded 
microphones) as he worked an electronic console, routing and 
manipulating sounds from around the room through speakers. 
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Inverting a popular strand of sound art that explores 
the acoustical and vibratory properties of different 
materials by activating them with the physical energy of 
sound, Beasley has often implanted microphones in his 
sculptures, recording the presence of spectators and 
implicating them in the act of looking and listening.

Kevin Beasley, Air Conditioner (Tempo), 2017, 2-channel audio, air condi-
tioner shell, custom speakers, and audio equipment, dimensions variable.

PHOTO JEAN WONG/COURTESY CASEY KAPLAN, NEW YORK

Another approach to sonic activation figured in Beasley’s 
2017 show “Sport/Utility” at Casey Kaplan gallery in New 
York, where an air-conditioner-turned-speaker issued 
both a steady hum and audio drawn from recordings 
of riots, protests, and interviews with the parents of 
Black individuals slain by the police. The work, titled Air 
Conditioner (Tempo), 2017, served to tune the reception 
of other sculptural works on display—among them a 
crushed Cadillac Escalade and resin-coated basketball 
jerseys bearing the names of NBA stars—while invoking 
manifest specters of racial violence. In the context of the 
exhibition, the sound of Air Conditioner (Tempo) served 
a supplementary function, invoking a kind of visibility, or 
witnessing, unachievable with vision alone.

Many critics describing Beasley’s work have deployed the 
label “sound sculpture,” a term more popular in the past 
that has since taken a backseat to the more encompassing 
“sound art.” In any case, to pigeonhole certain of Beasley’s 
works as either sound art or sculpture would be to overlook 
the manner in which the artist choreographs experiential 
shifts between sound, vision, and haptic sensation, 

ultimately demonstrating the insufficiency of each of these 
individual modes and insisting on their collaboration in the 

pursuit of recognition and racial redress.

ANOTHER ARTIST OPERATING in the margin between 
the seen and the heard is Nikita Gale, whose work interacts 
diversely with questions of silence and visibility. With an MFA 
from the University of California, Los Angeles and training 
in archaeological studies from Yale, Gale demonstrates 
an acute interest in historical genealogies and dense 
connotative webs of particular materials (concrete, metal, 
terry cloth) and architectural forms (banisters and barriers) 
that don’t often elicit conscious attention.

Nikita Gale, INTERCEPTOR, 2019, mic stands, cables, and metal studs, 
85 by 138 by 89 inches.

PHOTO CHARLES BENTON/COURTESY 56 HENRY, NEW YORK

In sculptural and installation work, Gale has directed this 
interest not toward sound as it is typically understood but 
rather toward the technological and material infrastructures 
that enable and suppress speech in the public sphere. For 
INTERCEPTOR (2019), departing from a nineteenth-century 
reference drawing for an “ideal barricade construction,” Gale 
fashioned an imposing skeletal structure out of metal studs, 
decorating the form’s outline with a tangle of black audio 
cables and chaotically arrayed microphone stands. The work 
implies speech with the presence of barricades, which Gale 
has said have long served as ad-hoc stages for insurgents. But 
it silently withholds sound all the while, suggesting a “sound 
art” in negative relief.
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Gale’s thematically similar RUINER sculptures (2020–21) 
take metal barricades—generally used to organize the 
flow of admission lines and guide streaming crowds to and 
from concert venues—and mummify them in black cabling 
and cloths dipped in concrete. In rendering these support 
structures useless, Gale, as in INTERCEPTOR, evokes the 
act of silencing and the dismantling of platforms by which 
individuals make themselves heard. But the artist, who 
has discussed the potentially unproductive and alienating 
effects of public discourse, has also suggested that such 
visually coded silence need not be regarded in explicitly 
negative terms.

View of Nikita Gale’s installation Private Dancer, 2020, 
at the California African American Museum, Los Angeles.

PHOTO ELON SCHOENHOLZ/COURTESY COMMONWEALTH & 
COUNCIL, LOS ANGELES

While having accorded sound an audible and inaudible 
presence in numerous installations and performances, the 
artist has not often been classed as a sound artist, perhaps 
because so many of Gale’s works invert sound art’s usual 
modal terms and dare beholders to look and listen for sound 
that never arrives. But to accept installations like PRIVATE 
DANCER as sound art is not to dilute or compromise the genre 
but, rather, to equip it to grapple with the politics of silence.

IN ENGAGING A FULLER SENSORIUM, work by Kim, Beasley, 
and Gale challenges the medium-specific language of sound 
art that has structured so much sound-centric theory and 
practice while harking back to a time when sound’s entry to 
the museum was predicated on cross-connections to the 
visual. But this new efflorescence of the multimodal is far 
from a regression. Whereas just a decade ago sound art’s 
survival seemed contingent on its ability to distinguish itself 
from the musical and the visual in service of its own rigorously 
delineated formal vocabulary, the genre is now secure enough 
as an established idiom that practitioners can afford to draw 
outside its lines while suggesting a revision of its parameters.

Hybrid from the start, sound art is no longer compelled to 
mute sound’s multimodality. And artists such as Kim, Beasley, 
and Gale have demonstrated that a conscious embrace of 
sound’s modal slippages—the tensions and overlaps between 
the aural and visual—may be the means toward a more 
inclusive and politically potent sound art.

In Gale’s 2020 installation PRIVATE DANCER, blazing 
theatrical spotlights piled on the ground swivel around in 
elliptical motions, following a lighting program coordinated 
to Tina Turner’s (inaudible) 1984 album Private Dancer. 
Discussing PRIVATE DANCER in a 2020 interview, Gale 
credited the influence of sound-and film-theorist Michel 
Chion, whose term “athorybia” (from the Greek thorubos, 
or “noise,” and the prefix a-, meaning “not, without”) iden-
tifies the kind of jarring experience when one apprehends 
visual phenomena without the accompaniment of their 
corresponding sounds. Gale has also indicated that the 
installation probes the aestheticization of the labor carried 
out by Black performers like Tina Turner; in this context, 
the absence of noise, like Turner’s decision to retire from 
the stage after the triumph of her 50th-annivesary tour in 
2009, constitutes a radical and redemptive act.
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A Panel Etched with ‘Blood,’ 
‘Nerves’ and ‘Knee’

Nikita Gale’s new series presents a range 
of words that might be used to describe a 

human being.

BY JANELLE ZARA,  FEBRUARY 18, 2022

Nikita Gale, BODY PRINT: BLOOD, 2022. © Nikita Gale. 
Courtesy the artist and 52 Walker, New York.

In each installment of The Artists, T highlights a recent or 
little-seen work by a Black artist and offers a few words from 
that artist putting the work in context. This week, we’re looking 
at “Body Print: Blood” (2022), one of six inscribed aluminum 
panels in a series by Nikita Gale. The pieces appear in “End of 
Subject,” Gale’s new solo exhibition, on view at Manhattan’s 52 
Walker gallery through March 26.

Name: Nikita Gale

Age: 38

Based in: Los Angeles

Originally from: Anchorage, Alaska

Where and when did you make this work?

This is a brand-new work for a big, lovely space in Tribeca 
called 52 Walker. I worked on it from last October to 
December, and in Los Angeles and New York.

Can you describe what’s going on in the work?

The pieces in my “Body Print” series were made through 
a process of etching and removal of the surface of large 
rectangular panels of aluminum. They are a continuation of 
my interests in performance and the relationships between 
absence and presence, specifically the ways that humans 
often indicate presence through the removal or extraction 
of material: Think of encountering carved initials in a tree, or 
handprints in the concrete of a sidewalk. The titles are based 
on materials that any human body would contain, like bones, 
breath and blood. This one is called “Body Print: Blood,” and, 
as with all the panels, I etched words onto its surface that 
exist on a kind of spectrum for describing a person. The terms 
go from those for the physical material of the body to those 
that are more relational, like “father,” “sister,” “child.” What 
emerges are these indexes of systems that define our ideas of 
what makes a human being.

Each of the panels is paired with a small spotlight whose 
light spills off the aluminum and onto the surrounding space. 
I often use spotlights in my work because of their status as 
what Jenny Odell, an artist and the author of “How to Do 
Nothing” (2019), refers to as “attention-holding architecture.” 
Essentially, they’re objects that tell you where to look and 
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I’m a big pop-music fan, and, at concerts, I see how 
spotlights direct the viewer’s gaze. For years, I’ve been 
fascinated by the ways that objects condition social 
behaviors. That ties into this larger conversation about 
power and authority and how those systems direct our 
bodies to move in certain ways, look at particular things 
or receive certain types of information. So the spotlight is 
a useful metaphor for thinking about power in the context 
of the public arena: The stage, or wherever we focus our 
attention, represents where power is concentrated.

What inspired you to make it?

I was thinking about artists who have worked in this 
tradition of body prints, which rely on the body as a mark-
making tool. Of course, David Hammons came to mind 
immediately. The making of his “Body Prints” in the 1960s 
and ’70s was a type of performance: In the studio, he 
covered his body or someone else’s in baby oil or grease, 
pressed the body against a surface like paper or fabric and 
applied pigmented powder or charcoal. In my series, I’m 
interested in using language to examine different systems 
that render a body legible as human, gendered, racialized 
and so on.

What’s a work of art in any medium that changed your 
life?

In 2013, the ICA Philadelphia had a show called “Jason 
Rhoades, Four Roads.” One of the included pieces was 
“The Creation Myth,” a gallery-size installation of smoke 
machines, monitors, projectors, paint buckets and more 
that the artist originally created in 1998. I was so blown 
away by the meticulous detail, and how all the materials 
were thoroughly worked through. It was a profound 
experience, seeing that show. I remember walking through 
it and feeling as though I was being given permission to 
do something. It’s very rare for that to happen, but when it 
does, it really sticks with me.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
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NIKITA GALE | 'END OF SUBJECT' AT 

52 WALKER

BY MADELEINE SCHULZ,  FEBRUARY 14, 2022

Installation view, Nikita Gale: END OF SUBJECT, 52 Walker, New York, 
January 21–March 26, 2022. Courtesy 52 Walker, New York.

Los Angeles-based artist Nikita Gale presents a 
new body of work, END OF SUBJECT, at 52 Walker. 
In END OF SUBJECT, Nikita uses light and sound to 
explore and disrupt notions of witnessing, visibility, 
and representation. Through Nikita’s multidisciplinary 
approach, the artist constructs a sensory experience to 
interrogate the material limits of ideology. In doing so, 
Nikita broaches a conversation with the audience and 
prompts viewers to converse with one another as well. 

Below, Nikita shares insights into the artistic process, 
the questions that inform the work—and that END OF 
SUBJECT attempts to answer—and the exploration of the 
relationship between sound, architecture, and the human 
body.

Nikita Gale, BODY PRINT: BLOOD, 2022. © Nikita Gale. 
Courtesy the artist and 52 Walker, New York.

What can you tell us about your exhibition, END OF 
SUBJECT, at 52 Walker? Can you describe your process? 
From conception to completion?

My exhibition at 52 Walker presents a new group of BODY 
PRINTS, which are aluminum panels etched both by hand and 
with the use of machinery, each including an LED spotlight. 
The BODY PRINTS surround a new installation titled END 
OF SUBJECT, which is also the title of the exhibition. The 
installation consists of six sets of bleachers—three have been 
crushed with applied force, and three were left untouched. 
The bleachers were then distributed within the space in 
various orientations. Stage lights are mounted throughout the 
space, programmed and automated by a show control system 
designed in collaboration with lighting designer Josephine 
Wang, and a four-channel audio installation features an original 
theme by composer Tashi Wada. 
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The sounds are from widely disparate contexts so there’s 
a sense of kind of sonically rummaging through ruins—
tidbits and vignettes from widely varying environments 
and contexts. The site shifts between dormant and active 
states where the gallery performs as a “gallery” for viewing 
static artworks and sculptures and then evolves into a 
more active and visually unstable space where the move-
ment of the lights animates the bleachers and surfaces of 
the wall works. The piece is organized as a series of two- to 
eight-minute vignettes that play over a period of about two 
hours and fifteen minutes.

Where does the title come from? Can you expand on the 
meaning behind it? 

“End of subject” is what you say when you’re leaving an 
argument. It doesn’t mean you’ve won or lost, but it does 
mean you’re moving on. A subject is an object of study or 
attention, but it also refers to how we refer to people in the 
context of systems of power and control. I’m interested 
in creating models that demonstrate the possibility of 
ruining or destroying those systems. It’s in this destruction 
that I’m able to point to the instability of the structures 
that tell us what things are worthy of attention and how 
personhood, subjectivity, and all of the facets of identity 
get articulated and defined.

Nikita Gale, BODY PRINT: BREATH, 2022 (detail). © Nikita Gale. 
Courtesy the artist and 52 Walker, New York.

Installation view, Nikita Gale: END OF SUBJECT, 52 Walker, New York, 
January 21–March 26, 2022. Courtesy 52 Walker, New York.

In order to make these works, you inquired: “What lies 
between the bodies and the sounds and the stage and the 
lights—what are we to each other in the act of witnessing? 
What have we agreed upon through the mere act of showing 
up?” Did you find an answer?

Yes, but it’s not something I can simply land on. For me, the 
answer is in the experience of this space that I’m offering up 
through this installation. The answer is in the conversations 
that I get to have with an audience through the work but it’s 
also in the conversations that the audience for the work ends 
up having with each other. I’d say I am always finding an answer 
but it’s more of an ambient slow burn than an “aha” moment. 
The most important thing to know is that doing this work helps 
me to remember the importance of experiencing how sound 
and architecture can activate different parts of the structures 
that we rely on to define ourselves and others.
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How does the use of lighting, staging, atmosphere, and 
sound imitate the presence of a human body? What did 
the creative process behind the work look like?

The sonic elements of the work are meant to be both 
alienating and grounding. I’m interested in the ways that 
objects condition social behaviors. I’m really into pop 
music, and at concerts, I see how people orient themselves 
around a stage and follow the spotlight with their gaze. 
That ties into this larger conversation about power and 
authority, and how those systems direct our bodies to 
move in certain ways, to look at particular things, or to 
receive certain types of information. I think that’s an 
incredibly useful metaphor for me to think about power in 
the context of the public arena—the stage, or wherever 
we focus our attention, represents where power is 
concentrated, or rather where power wants us to look or 
direct our attention.

You explain that your work also constitutes the expectations 
of a human body shaped by existing social and political 
systems. What systems are you mostly interested in talking 
about? And what further commentary is it making?

I use infrastructural vernacular elements—like barricades 
and bleachers—to refer to objects that orient our navigation 
of space, and I use the term “space” both as a reference to 
architecture but also as a reference to social and psychological 
space. In END OF SUBJECT, the bleachers stand in as a 
kind of shorthand for the intersubjective act of witnessing; 
those objects represent the tacit agreement between the 
audience and the materials that enable the act of viewing and 
experiencing.

Nikita Gale, BODY PRINT: MUSCLE, 2022 (detail). © Nikita Gale.
 Courtesy the artist and 52 Walker, New York.
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Diabolical Sound: A Conversation with Nikita Gale 

by Martha Joseph, October 26, 2020

Martha Joseph: Sound is everywhere in your work, from 
audio samples and references to popular and experimental 
music to your use of instruments, microphones, and other 
remnants of technological sound amplification in your 
sculptures. Your latest installation, PRIVATE DANCER, 
at the California African American Museum, is based on 
Tina Turner’s 1984 album of the same name but is entirely 
silent. Silence here feels like a pointed conceptual and 
even political strategy. Could you talk about how sound 
functions, often through its own absence, across your 
work?

Nikita Gale: In sound theorist Michel Chion’s book Sound 
he introduces a really great word: athorybia. The word is 
meant to operate as the opposing term of acousmatic, which 
describes sounds that are heard or experienced without 
seeing the source; he defines athorybia as something along 
the lines of a “magical form of visual isolation.”

I love Chion’s work because of how deeply invested he 
is in phenomenology and the environmental effects and 
consequences of sound; as a matter of fact, that word 
athorybia is even introduced in a chapter titled “Sound 
and Its Causes.” In the context of introducing this term, he 
describes a scenario in which something is experienced 
that should have sound but does not. Because the viewer 
has typically experienced this object or these materials in 
other contexts in which they were always accompanied by 
sound, Chion describes the experience as “diabolical,” which 
I absolutely love! 

This term diabolical calls to mind this idea of — to use a 
well-loved phenomenological term — immanence, which 
is the condition of being acutely aware of the materials 
(and the body) in situations where something has gone 
wrong or snapped us out of the transcendent experience 
of, say, a live performance — in essence, a glitch. PRIVATE 
DANCER is working with a set of materials that point to 
an aesthetics of live pop music performance — lighting 
trusses, active dynamic lighting, tons of DMX cables. The 
feeling is bit uncanny in the presence of materials that all 
point to the production and framing of sound and yet are not 
accompanied by any sounds beyond their own noise — the 
squeaking of gears and whirring of electronic fans.

But silence as a condition can indicate a multitude of 
divergent qualities: fear, anger, an intention to do harm, 
exhaustion, pain, rest, fugitivity, arrest. The list goes on, but I 
think you get the idea. 

MJ: Your work is about performance, but nowhere are 
performing bodies present, and often the infrastructures 
left behind are in a state of collapse — lights and trusses in 
shambles on the floor. What does this signal for you in terms 
of a post-human or post-performance work? And what 
potential does technology offer if it remains while bodies are 
gone?
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NG: This great question points to an idea that is central 
to my work: bodies are never entirely absent from what 
we refer to as technology. So no matter how many moves 
I make to remove this idea of the figure from these 
experiments in performance, the figures will always 
be there, whether that’s in the design and scale of the 
lighting truss or in the shadows that are cast by the viewer 
observing the work or in the presence of a larger audience 
in the case of the AUDIENCING work at PS1 this past 
February. It’s a part of a larger idea about how technologies 
and institutions are simply manifestations of the beliefs 
and ideals of the individuals who design them. As the 
national conversation has picked up the long-running 
and now more amplified notion of abolition, I am thinking 
a lot about ruins — this also nicely aligns with my formal 
training as an archaeologist — 

and what these technological infrastructures would become 
and what shapes they would take after their destruction and 
collapse. This thought, of course, leads to the even more 
pressing question of what becomes of the bodies that were 
formerly framed and enclosed by those structures? I like to 
leave that question open with the absence of figures.

MJ: You brought up AUDIENCING, which is a work that put 
on display the act of gathering and collective listening. While 
I was in the audience, I felt that the seating arrangement 
forced us to acknowledge the other individuals attending the 
event. How did you think about constructing this situation?

NG: I wanted to create a situation in which a viewer could 
experience on a physical level this sense of complicity but 
also of responsibility. The seating arrangement makes you 
aware of how your participation as a listener is a part of the 
visual and physical experience of the work for someone 
else in the room. The group that you’re sitting with in the 
performance is an image — it’s really the visual element of 
the piece, and that image is completely different for every 
single participant. I loved the idea that despite the fact that 
the sound and the lighting are the same every time (the PS1 
dome was basically a giant playback device), there are forty 
different images being created in that spiral by each person 
who is there. I sat in on five of the six performances and they 
felt so drastically different each time.

I’m very interested in infrastructure, especially the moments 
where it applies to social behavior. I’m on the board of 
a group relations organization called GREX, which is 
the West Coast affiliate of the A. K. Rice Institute for the 
Study of Social Systems. I was initially introduced to this 
discipline by Andrea Fraser while I was studying with her 
at UCLA. In very general terms, group relations is a mode 
of psychoanalysis that emerged out of a somewhat radical 
free clinic developed by a group of psychoanalysts who 
were active during and after WWII. They wanted to develop 
an experiential learning process by which individuals could 
learn how authority operates at the group level and how 
individuals are authorized or deauthorized by the group as 
a whole. They were trying to understand how fascism had 
emerged so abruptly despite the fact that many more people 
disagreed with its beliefs than supported them.
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It’s a fascinating practice and there are some incredible 
organizations who’ve been using it to develop what I 
consider to be very productive and radical ways of thinking 
about systemic oppression.

A central element of group relations is the group relations 
conference, which is an experiential learning activity in 
which participants sit in a spiral formation, usually about 
fifty to sixty participants, and then simultaneously report 
on what they observe happening in the group while also 
observing how the group may be using them or influencing 
them. The spiral is referred to as a temporary institution. 
So it’s a form that “holds” the group but it is also a form that 
spatially operates as a metaphor — whether that’s for a 
workplace, a city, a state, a country, and so forth. There’s 
really no ideal position to occupy in the spiral (people 
on the periphery report feeling left out despite having 
the most comprehensive view of everyone in the group, 
while those closer to the center feel more included but 
see much less of the group since many people are sitting 
behind them and views of others are obstructed). So it’s a 
simple shape but it produces a lot of complex relationships 
between those sitting in the arrangement.

have a distinct and sometimes fraught relationship to 
image and visibility (Michael Jackson, Tina Turner, Lizzo). 
I’m thinking through what it means for them to be included 
through audio alone. Could you talk about this strategy of 
refusal?

MJ: Many of the pop icons you feature in your audio work 
NG: I believe that through using what I like to think of as 
an aesthetics of immanence, which in the case of sound is 
either “noise” or “silence,” I’ve been able to open up a lot 
of different pathways for thinking about refusal. The way 
that Édouard Glissant takes up the relationship between 
transparency and opacity is useful here because he aligns 
transparency with the act of revealing and divulging one’s 
interior world through speaking and being heard — being 
heard and also surveilled in a sense — in a language that is 
intelligible by the structures of power that bind subjects. I 
think this idea of transparency also has a visual link — that 
the condition of being seen or being visible is also a kind 
of transparency that makes legibility in a visual context 
another — often very lucrative — form of oppression. On a 
very basic level, I just wanted to remove that additional layer 
of transparency.

To return to Chion for a moment, he brings up this idea of 
mythology that gets linked to acousmatic sound in the sense 
that the sound, or the voices in this case, are not anchored to 
anything visual when are just listening to them. These voices 
have exceeded the frame of the body through recording and 
distribution, and it’s this technological process that, for me, 
complicates how we as viewers and as an audience relate to 
these kinds of objects of creative labor. It’s the uncoupling 
of the body and the effects of its labor — an effect being the 
sound produced by the physical action of singing — that 
buries the fact that when we are watching a performance 
or listening to one, we are watching and listening to highly 
aestheticized labor.

For me, by using these audio clips and placing them into the 
context of AUDIENCING, which I like to think of as a kind 
of listening “work-out,” I’m attempting to displace some of 
that work back onto the audience. As a listener there’s so 
much decoding and reorienting that takes place in any given 
experience, and I really wanted to invite the audience to lean 
into that condition of sharing space with forty other people 
who are listening to the same thing you’re listening to but 
possibly having a slightly-to-entirely different experience. 
With you.

Nikita Gale is an artist based in Los Angeles, California.

Martha Joseph is Assistant Curator of Media and 
Performance at the Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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The Sound of Dissent: Nikita Gale
by Harry Burke, October 13, 2020

Los Angeles-based artist Nikita Gale employs objects like 
barricades, microphone stands, and spotlights to address 
the ways in which space and sound are politicized. Gale’s 
broad-ranging installations blur formal and disciplinary 
boundaries, engaging with concerns of mediation and 
automation in contemporary performance. Through 
its sophisticated inquiries into labor and interpersonal 
relations, Gale’s practice plots spaces of contingent 
collectivity that peer beyond the institutional mechanics of 
present-day state violence.

Two microphone stands linger on either side of a skeletal 
section of temporary wall framing. The boom arm of one 
tilts down toward the floor. The boom arm of the shorter 
stand points upward. The tips of the arms touch; they are 
clasped together by foam and cement. To my eye, they 
look like an elderly couple holding hands across a fence, 
or a friend helping a companion clamber over a gate. The 
modest arrangement waltzes with movement.

This sculpture, titled TOUCH AND AGREE (2018), was 
featured in Gale’s 2018 solo exhibition DESCENT at Com-
monwealth and Council, Los Angeles. Nearby was RECOM-
MENDATION (2018), a warped, welded piece of steel that, 

with one leg longer than the other, resembled a barricade 
sidestepping pedestrians, or a bed’s sagging headboard. A 
limp towel, caked in asphalt, laid stiffly at its base.

Microphone stands underpin the aesthetics of pop music 
and political rallies. By freeing hands to gesture or strum as 
a voice is amplified, they propelled the formation of the last 
century’s mass cultural and political movements. Gale’s soft, 
inquisitive assemblage, repurposing these objects, highlight-
ed the intimacy that suffuses their function of support, thus 
meditating on the revolutionary potential of minor acts of 
care and transgression.

Gale’s 2020 show PRIVATE DANCER at the California Afri-
can American Museum, Los Angeles, likewise deconstruct-
ed the technology that spectacularizes performance. In 
this thoughtful arrangement, Gale stacked five overlapping 
theatrical lighting trusses on a dark-gray carpet. Spotlights 
attached to each truss threw beams of light onto the black-
box gallery’s walls—beams programmed to kinetically 
“dance” to a soundtrack by Tina Turner. The soundtrack, 
however, wasn’t audible, leaving the animated equipment to 
gyrate to its own hypnotic whirring.

That artwork—which emitted light, aptly refusing illumina-
tion by an external source—points to the recurring impor-
tance of opacity in Gale’s work. This antonym of transpar-
ency, as theorized by the Martinican philosopher Édouard 
Glissant, asserts the irreducible singularity of diverse 
communities and interests, sustained in spite of neoliber-
al capitalism’s intense commodification of cross-cultural 
exchange. By dismantling and refiguring the apparatuses 
that make performing and protesting selves legible, Gale 
shows how difference, and not the fiction of cultural identifi-
cation, compels political togetherness. Through its gesture 
of nondisclosure, PRIVATE DANCER opened a critical space 
for viewers to reflect on their relationship to the history and 
circulation of Black music.

A poetics of absence was likewise central to Gale’s multiday 
performance exhibition AUDIENCING, staged in the orbic-
ular VW Dome at MoMA PS1, New York, in February 2020. 
Gale has called this a “performance without performers,” 1 
a negation that, once sublated, points to the role of the audi-
ence, and even the infrastructure, as actors. Attendees sat 
upon a tight spiral of chairs underneath a tall raised stage, 
complete with a keyboard, a guitar, and a drum kit, each 
untouched.
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They experienced a forty-five-minute automated sound 
and light show, with spotlights directed down at them and 
purple and blue LEDs shimmering from the vertical stage 
trusses. The script combined philosophical fragments, 
penned by the artist and read by voice actors, with sam-
ples from songs by Britney Spears, Lizzo, Whitney Hous-
ton, and other media. The metallic, cocoon-like architec-
ture scrutinized the algorithmic barriers and barricades 
that hinder Black performers from inhabiting or producing 
non-commodified public space.

As a study on group formation, AUDIENCING addressed 
concerns of complicity and implication in media consump-
tion. Museumgoers were at once passivized and activated 
by its compositional dissonance. It evoked the emotive 
instability of online streams, while casting an ambivalent 
gaze back toward the figure of the audience, a format that 
often supersedes other types of negotiated solidarity in 
contemporary art and performance—such as the com-
mune or assembly, to name some alternatives.

 In the coda to her book Political Life in the Wake of 
the Plantation: Sovereignty, Witnessing, Repair (2019), 
Deborah A. Thomas muses on the shifts in orientation 
engendered by an analytical focus on repair. Repair, she 
writes, “demands an active listening, a mutual recognizing, 
an acknowledging of complicity at all levels—behavioral 
evidence of profound interior transformations that are 
ongoing.” 2

As an anthropologist, Thomas works to articulate a schema 
of recognition that is achieved through intersubjective dia-
logue—a process, she notes, that requires a transformative 
relationship between narrator and audience. Gale’s instal-
lations and interventions push toward similar ends in the 
field of artistic practice. By staging indeterminate spaces of 
participation, the artist dissents from the muted institutional 
conventions of the present, and sounds out the forms and 
feelings of a world that is still to come. 

Nikita Gale (b. 1983, Anchorage) lives and works in Los 
Angeles. She received an MFA from University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles, in 2016 and a BA from Yale University, 
New Haven, in 2006. Gale’s practice is often structured by 
long-term obsessions with specific objects or classes of 
objects and the ways these gesture toward very specific 
social and political histories. Gale uses ubiquitous consumer 
technologies as frameworks to consider how individuals 
potentially reproduce their relationships to objects within 
their relationships to psychic space and political, social, and 
economic systems. Gale has had solo exhibitions at MoMA 
PS1, New York (2020); Visual Arts Center, University of 
Texas at Austin (2019); Reyes Finn, Detroit (2019); 56 Henry, 
New York (2018); Atlanta Contemporary Art Center (2018); 
Artist Curated Projects, Los Angeles (2017); and PARMER, 
New York (2014). Recent group exhibitions have been held at 
The Lobster, New York (2020); Matthew Marks Gallery, Los 
Angeles (2019); CUE Art Foundation, New York (2019); the 
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2018); Ceysson & Bénétière, 
Paris (2018); the Studio Museum, New York (2017); LUX, 
London (2017); LA><ART, Los Angeles (2016); and EFA Proj-
ect Space, New York (2014). Gale is a recipient of the Rema 
Hort Mann Foundation Emerging Artist Grant (2017); the 
Toby Devan Lewis Fellowship, UCLA (2016); and the National 
Endowment for the Arts Southern Constellations Fellowship 
(2013), and has had residencies at Fountainhead, Miami 
(2019); Atlanta Contemporary Art Center (2011–14); and the 
Center for Photography at Woodstock, New York (2011).

Harry Burke’s criticism has recently appeared in frieze, 
Spike, art-agenda, and elsewhere.
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Meet LA’s Art Community: Nikita 
Gale Is Thinking About the Politics 
of Sound and Music
An interview series spotlighting some of the great work coming 
out of Los Angeles. Hear directly from artists, curators, and art 
workers about their current projects and personal quirks.

by Elisa Wouk Almino, July 20, 2020 

This week, I interviewed the artist Nikita Gale. Gale’s work 
explores the history of protest in fascinating ways, from looking 
at the role of the barricade to tracing the influences of rock and 
roll performance. In particular, Gale is interested in the political 
function of “silence and noise.” “When we speak of sound, we are 
speaking of touch,” Gale writes. “So when we speak of listening, 
we are also speaking of being touched and of feeling.”

Gale’s first solo museum exhibition is currently at the California 
African American Museum (CAAM), though the space is closed 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Titled PRIVATE DANCER, 
the show provokes new ways of thinking about the “shared 
experience of music concerts” by creating an “uncanny 
experience” in which we listen to soundtracks by Tina Turner.

Gale’s work has also been exhibited at MoMA PS1, the Studio 
Museum in Harlem, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions 
(LACE), Commonwealth and Council, the Hammer Museum, and 
other venues. Gale holds a BA in Anthropology with an emphasis 
in Archaeological Studies from Yale University and earned an 
MFA in New Genres at UCLA. Gale currently serves on the Board 
of Directors for GREX, the West Coast affiliate of the AK Rice 
Institute for the Study of Social Systems.

Where were you born?

I was born in Anchorage, Alaska. My father was an officer in the Air 
Force, so our family bounced around quite a bit throughout the US 
for about the first decade or so of my childhood. I really feel like I’m 
from Georgia; my family moved there when I was nine. I grew up in 
the suburbs of Atlanta. Most of my mother’s family is in Georgia, 
and it’s where I went to elementary, middle, and high school

How long have you been living in Los Angeles

I moved to Los Angeles in the fall of 2014 to attend the graduate art 
program at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). When 
I first landed here, I lived in this great three-bedroom apartment 
right behind Underground Museum in Arlington Heights with two 
LA artists and friends Nina Sarnelle and Abigail Collins. After grad 
school, I lived in a live/work studio in Inglewood for about two years 
before moving to Boyle Heights at the end of 2018.

What’s your first memory of seeing art? 

This is a hard one, but if I don’t overthink the distinction between 
seeing art and immediately recognizing it as art versus seeing art 
and not recognizing it as art, I’d say my earliest memory was playing 
on the Noguchi Playscape in Piedmont Park in Atlanta in the early 
’90s. My mother is a musician and was a music teacher for most of 
my childhood, so I was very fortunate that she exposed me to a lot 
of art and music when I was growing up. She is really into music and 
art festivals. I remember going to the National Black Arts Festival in 
Piedmont Park with her every year for what felt like a decade.

Do you like to photograph the art you see? If so, what device do you 
use to photograph?

It depends on what it is, but I generally like to photograph the art 
that I see if I know I won’t immediately remember the name of the 
artist. I use my regular, old ass iPhone 6S. Now that most exhibitions 
and events are taking place online during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
I’ve gotten into the habit of making short screen recordings of 
things that I like, especially Instagram Live events because it’s hard 
to know if they’ll be archived and made available later or not.
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What was your favorite exhibition in Los Angeles this year?

I was out of town for most of the part of this year when 
galleries and museums were still open, but I really enjoyed 
Postcommodity’s Some Reach While Others Clap at LAXART in 
January. I was also able to get a socially distanced appointment 
to view Paul Sepuya’s A conversation about around pictures at 
Vielmetter Los Angeles, which was such a dreamy and poetic 
show — exactly what I needed in the midst of a very disorienting 
and traumatic time. I, unfortunately, didn’t get a chance to see 
Ja’Tovia Gary’s THE GIVERNY SUITE at the Hammer Museum 
before the shutdowns, but I am such a fan of her work. I had a 
chance to see a screening of THE GIVERNY DOCUMENT at AFI 
Fest late last year, and the Hammer also screened it recently and 
hosted a really cool talk between Ja’Tovia and Hammer curator 
Erin Christovale.

What’s the best book you’ve read recently?

Well, let’s see. This is tough because I’m always reading a couple 
of things simultaneously. I recently read Toni Morrison’s Jazz; 
it’s such a brilliant book. As with all of her books, she manages 
to gracefully weave real historical events into the private 
and atomized lives of her fictional characters. In this one, she 
constantly references the Silent Parade of 1917 in New York. 
That book has really been sticking with me in thinking through 
my relationships to ideas that relate to the social and political 
properties of sound and music and how those concepts intersect 
with black womxns’ subjectivity. I’ve been reading a lot during 
quarantine. I’m almost done with Kathryn Yusoff’s A Billion 
Black Anthropocenes, which is a tiny but very dense book that I 
picked up a year ago and am finally finishing (I have one chapter 
left). Jennifer Doyle led a seminar called “Marxism for Artists 
through Human Resources” this spring that recently concluded, 
and we had some really fantastic readings for that class. I think 
my favorite text from that class was W.E.B. DuBois’s Black 
Reconstruction. Epic is the only word I can think of to describe 
it. I’m slowly poring over that one while continuing to read fiction 
at night

Do you prefer to see art alone or with friends?

I like to see shows with friends but view the work at my own pace 
and then reconvene to discuss when we leave the show.

What are you currently working on?

I’m currently working on a project at Cloaca Projects in the Bay Area 
that is due to go live in August. My first solo museum show PRIVATE 
DANCER at the California African American Museum (CAAM) is up, 
but due to the extended shutdowns, it’s unclear when the museum 
will be able to open to the public. For the last two years I’ve been 
organizing Omniaudience, a series of events dedicated to speech and 
listening with Triple Canopy for their Public Engagement Residency 
at the Hammer Museum, and this project will be published this 
summer in the new issue of Triple Canopy. My contribution to the 
issue is an essay about “River Deep – Mountain High,” a song by Tina 
Turner and Phil Spector that was a commercial failure at the time of 
its release in 1966. There are a number of other things in the works, 
but I’m from the South, so I’m superstitious and don’t want to jinx 
anything by letting any kittens out of bags too soon.

What is one accomplishment that you are particularly proud of?

Where do you turn to for inspiration for your projects?

My personal mantra has always been “Desire is data.” What that 
means to me, is that pleasure isn’t natural; it’s conditioned. So, when 
I find myself enjoying something, it’s information that I can use as 
a point of departure for a project. The throughline with most of my 
work is unpacking that process of conditioning but also trying to have 
a good time while I’m doing it. I get a lot of inspiration from reading, 
listening to music, watching videos of Tina Turner performances 
and Prince guitar solos, and trying to maintain a practice of slowly 
reading the spaces I inhabit.
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Works for the Now, by Queer 
Artists of Color
July 4, 2020
Pride Month may have come to a close, but the wide-rang-
ing pieces shown here have staying power.

“RECOMMENDATION” (2018-19) is a fabricated steel barricade 
sculpture. In thinking about the infrastructure of crowd control, I 
became interested in the ubiquity of barricades at protests and 
other large public gatherings like concerts and political rallies. 
Barricades have origins in a very radical material tradition, hav-
ing been made out of refuse by the working classes in 19th-cen-
tury France to block and redirect the flow of street traffic as a 
means of protecting themselves against state violence. These 
structures also served as social spaces and ad hoc stages for 
these citizen insurgents to address one another. Through the 
advent of mass production, barricades have become a mo-
bile architecture that controls how crowds and audiences are 
allowed to take up space; they are no longer technologies of 
the people but technologies of authority, and the freedom to 
speak and to listen is negated by the physical control rendered 
by the barricades’ presence. “RECOMMENDATION” considers 
exclusion and protection, radical expression and the regulation 
of speech and listening.

Nikita Gale’s “RECOMMENDATION” (2018-19). Photo: Ruben Diaz
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Nikita Gale Makes the Labor of Tina 

Turner’s Performances Visible
by Allison Conner, April 25, 2021

Gale considers the work occurring behind the scenes and how 
technologies structure our experience of live performances.

LOS ANGELES — Tina Turner stands on a circular platform, 
face slick with sweat and triumph, eyes drinking in the crowd 
of screaming fans below her. The platform, separate from the 
main stage and the rest of the band, is attached to a metal crane 
that stretches out into a section of the massive stadium. From 
Turner’s vantage point, the audience looks like a sea of bobbing 
arms, greedy for her attention and presence. The performance 
clip appears briefly in Tina, the HBO Max documentary about 
the rock legend’s life and career. “When I’m on stage, and it’s like 
20,000 people, then you know that it’s all worthwhile,” she said in 
an interview that plays during the clip, before coyly adding, “But 
there’s really a lot that goes on behind the scenes…”

In PRIVATE DANCER, Nikita Gale’s first solo show at 
the California African American Museum (CAAM), the 
multidisciplinary artist considers the work occurring behind the 
scenes, homing in on the objects and technologies that structure 
our experience 

Nikita Gale: PRIVATE DANCER at the California African American Museum (all 
photos by Elon Schoenholz)

of live performances, and how those materials can blur, extend, or 
limit the parasocial relationships between audience and performer.

Situated in one of CAAM’s smaller galleries and curated by the mu-
seum’s executive director Cameron Shaw, Gale’s exhibition provides 
an inverse image to the boisterous concert footage that peppers the 
documentary. There are no hysterical fans or pulsing music. Instead, 
entering the gallery feels like crossing into a twilight dimension, 
where I am greeted by an enveloping darkness and a flurry of spas-
tic spotlights. Five theatrical lighting trusses are arranged haphaz-
ardly in the middle of the room, as if the equipment were the leftover 
rubble from some accidental collapse. Various stage lights are set 
up on top of the trusses, whirring around and spilling their illumina-
tion across the room. They seem to be, like me, in frantic search of 
the absent performer.

Gale collaborated with lighting designer Josephine Wang to 
program lights that move in response to Turner’s 1984 album, 
Private Dancer. As I circle the sculpture, my attempts at guessing 
the song based on the rhythmic whirring is undermined by the 
disorienting lights and their mechanical squeaks. Although I try to 
slink around the room undetected, there are moments where the 
lights settle on my face or body, as if daring me to sing and dance in 
place of the missing figure. 

Is this what Turner would see when strutting on the stage, not 
a specific audience but a phantom of light and noise? Turner is 
everywhere and nowhere in this piece, a potent symbol that allows 
Gale to meditate on the creative labor of public performances. “I 
think it’s very important to not lose sight of the physical exhaustion 
and energy that goes into performing,” the artist explained in an 
episode of the Carla Podcast. 

Turner retired from public life in 2009, and to Gale, this decision 
signaled a rejection of the extractive practices of the music industry. 
PRIVATE DANCER recasts the singer’s retirement as a refusal, and 
a necessary act of self-preservation. Without a figure to absorb 
our projections, the ruins of performance blink on, leaving us to 
contemplate the invisible structures that mask the corrosive effects 
of being a musician. 
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The contemporary art gallery, Reyes Finn, is show-
casing four new artists this winter. The first two, Nick 
Doyle and Maya Stovall, are currently on view until  
December 8th at NADA in Miami. The second pair of 
artists are Nikita Gale and Phillip Berch, show until 
December 21st. All four of these upcoming artists 
show brilliant detail and modern themes in their 
work. The first set of artists have a historical theme 
built into their work, while the second pair focuses on 
modern issues and reality.

Nick Doyle portrays an American theme with the use 
of denim as a primary material. He refers to denim as 
the “fabric of our lives”, meaning that it is an origi-
nal and raw material that represents the American 
beginning as slaves picked cotton and indigo. He 
conveys that this controversy with jeans parallels the 
controversy in America’s identity.

Maya Stovall is familiar with Reyes Finn as she is from 
Detroit, their original gallery location. Not only is she an 
artist, but an anthropologist as well who focuses on the 
question of existence. She uses all ranges of stillness and 
movement to portray history and contemporary times. 
This includes utilizing the themes of time, space, and 
place. The contrast in all of her work is great from the 
theme of defying gravity with neon signs to her current 
display of African American archives of 490 years.
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Phillip Birch’s Subspace Envoy is a holographic piece 
that questions the viewer, trying to deceive them 
into playing a game. This is a take on the idea that 
“gamification” is real and is distorting our everyday 
reality. Berch refers to work life and play becoming 
one by incorporating Greek parables as well. These 
teach how life will take the course it was designed 
to take. Either cheating or tricking your way through 
will ultimately trap you back into it, just as the 
holographic figure does.

Nikita Gale’s work is titled HOT WORLD. The artist 
formed certain materials and objects to look like 
gestures of refusal or protest. Some of these materials 
include instrumental objects such as drums, cymbals, 
and electrical chords. Their importance is to convey the 
impact of music in protests.
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NADA

When: December 6–9 / Thursday: 2–7pm; Friday and 
Saturday: 11am–7pm; Sunday: 11am–5pm

Where: Ice Palace Studios, 1400 North Miami 
Avenue, Miami

Consistently exciting and affordable (single-day 
admission is $20), the 16th edition of NADA will host 
125 organizations and galleries from 23 countries. 
Highlights: Rawhide works, installed among palm 
trees, by the writer and artist Rindon Johnson; Reyes 
Projects’ exhibition of Nikita Gale and LaKela Brown 
(her works on view crystallize and encapsulate her 
childhood: door-knocker earrings, gold-capped 
teeth); Poolside sessions with Sex magazine 
(featuring a live performance by Odwalla 88); and a 
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Within hours of the opening, representatives 
announced that the museum had selected 
Mozambique-born, Los Angeles-based artist Cassi 
Namoda’s painting Sasha and Zamani’s Tropical 
Romance, which was on view at Ghebaly Gallery, Los 
Angeles, and AN ABUNDANT LOSS by American 
artist Nikita Gale, an installation that Reyes Projects, 
from Birmingham, Michigan, brought to the fair.

Gale’s sculptural works, comprised of steel, concrete, 
foam, and towels, explore the concept of noise, and 
how the materials have the capacity to both create 
and cancel out sound, according to a statement from 
NADA.

“The quality of work at NADA was astonishing and 
made our selection really hard,” Inacio said. “After 
much consideration, we decided that the two chose 
works will bring important dialogue to our collection.”
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